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Mosaic is the art of creating images with an assemblage of small pieces of colored 
glass, stone, or other materials. It is a technique of decorative art or interior decora-
tion. Mosaic Mural is made of small, flat pieces of glass of different colors, known as 
tesserae. The tesserae are cut into different shapes, and then applied face-down to a 
mesh using an adhesive. So you can transfer it onto your wall, floor or craft project. It 
is unique customized mosaics only for you. Artistic mosaic is getting more and more 
popular for home decor. 

Ideal for a wide range of commercial projects such as hotels, retail storefronts, chain 
store logos, spas, shower stalls, and restrooms. Commercial custom glass mosaic 
mural pieces can make an artistic statement for any business or setting.

Residential applications, custom glass mosaic tile murals can add elegance and 
sophistication and personalized touch to the kitchen, wall space, bathroom, or pool 
area.

Whether you are looking for a commercial or residential setting, let us help you 
make your custom mosaic tile designs come to life with our mosaic mural capabilities.
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Bluma gold

Ikebana 13 Saiku Ikebana 15 Tamaru Ikebana 18 Obata Orient 152

Orient 153

Orient 301 Orient 302 Orient 307 Orient 451

Orient 601 Platinium WaveZaita Gold

Dolium 04 Dolium 06 Dolium 11

Dolium 13 Fancy Gold 01 Fancy Nude Fancy Rose

Fancy Twirly Astrid Fancy Vortix Fillide Gold

MHIC#  134663

9385 Washington Blvd N. Suite J & K, Laurel, MD 20723
www.PandoraMosaics.com240-636 5099

410-290 7136
info@PandoraMosaics.com

DISCLAIMER: Granix is an authorized dealer and installer of Sicis products. Granix and its related companies/entities and brands proudly 
offer to sell and install Sicis products. Granix may offer to install client’s own purchased products and guide them to order their own 
designs. However, Granix does not offer to duplicate or copy Sicis’ or any other companies’ designs to any customer. Granix is not 

responsible for any or all copyright issues of installing or handling customer’s or third party’s products/orders.

Pandora Fine Mosaics is Granix’s mosaic application brand and proudly offers Sicis products in addition to its own collection. 
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